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foJlowing terms:

be two subgroups of a group G. Is it true that f1U 1( a subgroup

' vour answer,

be an arbi'rary lamily o[ ",rbgroups of a g"elrp G. Prote lhai | | H" r

up of a group.

'hon-empty subset ofa group G. Prove that, I{isasubgroupof Giland

€H, V a,be H.

K be subgroups of a group G. Prove that F11( i6 a subgroup o{ G if and



2 (u)

(b)

J (a,l

(b)

k)

(d)

(d)

State arrd prove Lagrange,s theorem for a 6rite group G.

l'rove ihat in a 6nite group G, the order of each erement clivicres ord-^r of G.
prove that every group of prime order is cyclic, moreover, in a group ,)f prirl](
p, every non,identity element has order p.

Let p and q be two distinct prime numbers and let G be a group of order pq.
that every proper subgroup of G is cyclic.

Let G be a non-cyclic group of order g. Show that aa : e lor every a € G. w,

is the identity element of G.

k)

State and prove the ffrst isomorphism theorem .

Let l{ atd ,tl be two normal subgroups of a group G such

i,. K !H:
ii. H/K < G/K:
... G/Km EIK 4 c/H

that 1( e ,Y. frove

4. Prove or disprove the following:

Let G be a group and Z(G) be thecentre of G.If G / Z (G) rs cycliL: then G is

If G is a flnite group then O(ab) = O(bd) for ail o. b € G.
(O(r) stands for the order ol the element ,.)
Every abeiian group L cy.lic.

Let @ : G -) G1 be a homonorphism, where G and Gt are two groups. If
nornal 

"ubgroup otG r,her d,{Hr is a rroI'rral \llhgrvrrp,oaCl

Homorcorphic i'nage ol a p-grou}; ,- l,-group.

(u)

(b)

G)



e the term "p-group".

G be a'flnite abelian group and let p be a prime number which divides the order

Prove that G has an element of order p.

' be the commutator subgroup of a group G. Prove the folkming:

the identity element of G.is abelian if and only if G' : {e}, rvhere e is

is a normal subgroup of G.

G' is abelian.

and inner automorphism.

orphic image of an abelian group is abelian,

orphic image of a cyclic group is cyclic.

ibe the set of all automorphisrrls of a group G and let InnG the set

tomorphisrns of G. Show that,

a group under compositio! of ma,ps.

i a normal subgroup of ,ArllG.
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